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Assessing sovereign default risk
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How to track sovereign default risks if the usual resources are not available?
• No CDS spreads 
• No risk ratings
• Debt data is published with a long lag, sometimes with imperfect quality

• Only about 75% of countries 
worldwide are rated 

• 60% of LICs are experiencing 
debt distress or have high risks

Broader question: Can we exploit newspaper articles to assess sovereign default risk?

In-depth analyses comparable 
across countries, but with a 

considerable lag

Alternative data sources can help in assessing the current sovereign credit risk situation

IMF Debt 
sustainability 

analyses
Local bond yields Exchange rates Newspaper articles

Not quite informative 
about risks faced by 

external creditors

Daily, but public 
debt only one of the 

drivers

Real-time, but very high-
dimensional with low signal-

to-noise ratio



Building a high-frequency proxy for sovereign default risk
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Aim of our research: Apply news media text to develop a reliable high-frequency proxy for sovereign 
default risk that can be computed in real-time for any country without market liquidity constraints

Approach: Use a repository of international and local newspapers, employ Natural Language Processing 
(NLP) techniques to quantify sovereign default concerns, and assess properties of the measure

Uses:
• Analyse trends over time in countries lacking high-frequency default risk indicators
• Analyse wider regional trends (due to straightforward aggregation)
• Conduct proactive monitoring (e.g., Early Warning Signals under IFRS9): real-time information
• Revisit theoretical predictions on the influence of default risk on e.g., equity markets

The framework does not rely on supervised learning which requires an outcome variable
This allows us test the performance/additionality of the measure relative to existing proxies
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Main results
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1. Newspaper articles alone can be used to build 
an informative News-Implied Sovereign Risk 
Index (NSRI)

2. NSRI captures major global risks episodes, 
including the great financial crisis, subsequent 
euro debt, and the Covid-19 pandemic

3. NSRI co-moves with standard market indicators 
of global risk such as G7 sovereign CDS spreads 
and VIX

4. NSRI captures country-specific CDS spreads 
dynamics and provides default risk signals 
beyond CDS spreads

5. NSRI has significant incremental information 
about future sovereign rating downgrades Source: Authors’ calculations, Refinitiv Datastream

Peak of the euro 
debt crisisFinancial 

crisis/onset of the 
euro debt crisis

Covid-19 & debt 
concerns

War in Ukraine

Global News-Implied Sovereign Risk Index  
Weekly 3-month moving-average



Case study: NSRI and Russia’s invasion of Ukraine
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• NSRI sends clear warning signals weeks before Russia’s invasion of Ukraine on 24  February 2022 for both countries 

• The NSRI remains muted compared to CDS spreads and the index’s reaction to the 2008 financial crisis 

• Possible explanation: NSRI focuses on news on sovereign risk while the news coverage of the war is centred 
more on political developments with occasional warnings of rating downgrades and Russian default

Note: All data 3-month moving averages, last observation 27.03.2022
Source: Authors’ calculations, Refinitiv Datastream
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Case study: NSRI and Covid-19
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• The NSRI quickly reacted to the Covid-19 pandemic, showing a substantial 
increase in China and other countries from the onset of the crisis

NSRI  - Italy

NSRI - Spain

NSRI - China

Note: All data 3-month moving averages, last observation 28.03.2022
Source: Authors’ calculations, Refinitiv Datastream
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• In Europe, the NSRI responded more rapidly in Italy, the first country of 
significant transmission, than e.g. Spain – NSRI is different across countries

• The NSRI reasonably tracks – or leads – the evolution of sovereign CDS 
spreads at the height of the pandemic



CONSTRUCTING THE NSRI: MEASURING 
SOVEREIGN RISK USING MACHINE LEARNING
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Constructing the NSRI
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Text corpus 
Topic 
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Constructing the NSRI: 1) Text corpus
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Objective: Obtain news covering countries’ economic, financial and political developments 

Approach: Use the PressReader News API over the period 2006 – 2022

• PressReader provides historical news coverage for many countries, including local and global news 
publishers

• For each country, retrieve English language news that mentions the country’s name and one of the key 
words “economy” and “government” and published either in the country, the US, UK or China

• In total, we retrieved approximately 10 million news articles published by roughly 2,100 publishers covering 
184 countries



Constructing the NSRI: 2) Topic modeling
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Objective: Isolate narratives likely to matter for sovereign default risk to reduce noise in the text data

Approach: Use the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) algorithm to classify news text into a low-level number of topics 
𝑇 ∈ {4, 5, ..., 10}

• LDA gives text a hierarchical structure, where documents (news articles) are composed of topics which in 
turn contain words

• Each document has a probability distribution over latent topics and each topic is defined by a probability 
distribution over words 

• Training the model boils down to deriving the optimal parameters and, more importantly, the number of 
latent topics 𝑇 that best  fit the data

• Identified nine topics:

• Economy, Business, Governance I & II, Security, Health, Environnent, Tourism, and Miscellaneous



Constructing the NSRI: 3) Text similarity
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Objective: Quantify the level of sovereign default concern in each news article about a given country

Approach: Use the Cosine Similarity algorithm to compute how similar an article’s language is to that of typical 
texts that signal heightened default risk

• Text similarity allows the use of unsupervised learning techniques that do not depend on market data

• Text similarity algorithms are simple, have low computational cost, and suits our setting where 
supervised learning seems problematic



Constructing the NSRI: 3) Text similarity (ctd)
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Cosine Similarity (CS) is calculated as the inner product of two documents’ vectors divided by the product of the 
vectors’ Euclidean lengths

where, u is the vector of an arbitrary news article
v is the vector of a representative sovereign default risk document

u, v are based on term frequency–inverse document frequency (tf-idf ) vectorization – mitigates spurious association 
between document vectors

Specify v as in studies that construct representative text in other domains (e.g., Hassan et al., 2019, Engle et al., 2020):

Compile a training library of 448 documents centered on worsening sovereign risk and default concerns:
• Textbooks on sovereign default 
• Sovereign credit rating downgrade reports by Moody’s, Standard & Poor’s, and Fitch 
• Excerpts from the EIB’s sovereign rating rationales for lowly rated sovereigns 
• Country risk analysis reports by the Economist Intelligence Unit
• Debt sustainability analysis reports by the IMF/World Bank
• News articles on sovereign defaults and debt problems



Constructing the NSRI: 4) Aggregation
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Objective: Aggregate the information obtained from individual news articles by country and period

Approach: Average article-level CS scores at a daily frequency using only news articles in sovereign risk-
relevant topics:

where 𝐶𝑆𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 is the CS score of article i published on day t about country j

𝑛𝑗,𝑡
𝑟 is the number of news articles in the sovereign risk-relevant topics published about country j on day t

Sovereign risk-relevant topics are “Economy”, “Business”, “Governance” and “Security”



NSRI: VALIDATION
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Constructing the NSRI: 5) Validation
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Objective: Confirm good separation of noise from likely relevant narratives 

Approach: Inspect topics and terms

Security + Governance I + Governance II + Business + Economy ≊ 70% of the news corpus



Constructing the NSRI: 5) Validation ctd
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Terms with the highest tf-idf scores in 
our Sovereign Default Risk Library
Font size is proportional to term weight



Constructing the NSRI: 5) Validation ctd2
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News-level Topics and CS Scores vs. News Sentiment

CS is markedly different from news sentiment and sufficiently differentiates news signaling elevated sovereign 
credit risk from those that do not



NSRI: EMPIRICAL RESULTS
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NSRI and CDS spreads
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X includes lag of ΔCDS𝑗,𝑡 , country-specific news sentiment, stock market return, and volatility; it also includes 

global macro-financial variables – the world stock market return, implied volatility index (VIX), US economic 
policy uncertainty Index (EPU), and US economic activity index (ADS)

NSRI is significantly associated with CDS spread contemporaneously and predicts future CDS spread dynamics



NSRI and sovereign rating downgrades
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One SD ⇑ in average NSRI over the 30-day window ending t − 2 predicts ⇑ in the probability of downgrade by 
15–22% relative to the fraction of downgrades in the data

NSRI complements CDS spread; useful as a stand-alone high-frequency default risk proxy



NSRI and equity markets I
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X includes lag of 𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑗,𝑡 country-specific news sentiment, 

and stock market volatility. Also includes global macro-
financial variables – the world stock market return, 
implied volatility index (VIX), US economic policy 
uncertainty Index (EPU), and US economic activity index

𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑗,𝑡 is in basis points

Continuous right hand side variables are normalized to 
unit variance



NSRI and equity markets II
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• ΔGNSRI is the percentage change of the Global NSRI. Global NSRI is computed as the cross-sectional weighted 
average of NSRI using last year-end’s equity market capitalization as weights

• Investors tend to respond more to default concerns that are more global in nature compared to country-specific 
concerns – global (push) factors are crucial for local asset prices



Conclusion
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• We developed a novel framework for quantifying sovereign default risk in real-time using big data and 
natural language processing techniques

• We show that news media narratives contain valuable information about countries’ riskiness useful for 
tracking default concerns in real-time

• The NSRI is informative about sovereign CDS spread dynamics and future credit rating downgrades 

▪ Useful as a high-frequency default risk proxy, especially where daily market-based data or other proxies 
are not available 

▪ The NSRI can be integrated as an important early warning indicator of any sovereign risk monitoring 
framework 

• The NSRI allows the measurement of both global risk episodes, such as the Covid-19 pandemic, the GFC and 
the war in Ukraine, and country-specific risks 


